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Abstract 
Medical image classification is a significant research area that receives growing attention from both the research community 
and medicine industry. It addresses the problem of diagnosis, analysis and teaching purposes in medicine. For these several 
medical imaging modalities and applications based on data mining techniques have been proposed and developed. Thus, the 
primary objective of medical image classification is not only to achieve good accuracy but to understand which parts of 
anatomy are affected by the disease to help clinicians in early diagnosis of the pathology and in learning the progression of a 
disease. This furnishes motivation from the advancement in data mining techniques and particularly in soft set, to propose a 
classification algorithm based on the notions of soft set theory. As a result, a new framework for medical imaging classification 
consisting of six phases namely: data acquisition, data pre-processing, data partition, soft set classifier, data analysis and 
performance evolution is presented. It is expected that soft set classifier will provide better results in terms of sensitivity, 
specificity, running time and overall classifier accuracy.  
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1. Introduction 
Classification is a significant and major machine learning area and it has been renewed due to promising 
applications such as data mining, financial forecasting, organization and retrieval of multimedia and 
bioinformatics.  
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In the past, several classification algorithms have been proposed, including nearest- neighbor, decision tree 
induction, error back propagation, lazy learning, rule-based learning and relatively new addition is statistical 
learning. Interestingly, these classification methods are becoming vast and constantly increasing [1]. 
Meanwhile, these are advancement in medical imaging namely: image segmentation, computer-aided diagnosis 
systems and content-based image retrieval image annotation. Thus, the importance of medical image classification 
is evident to everyone. Moreover, the vast amount of medical image data accessible to the general public calls for 
developing new tools and classification methods to effectively diagnosis, analyze and classify medical data. 
Since, soft computing provides different classification methods that are general in nature that can be applied to 
assortment of data. Therefore, the question of which classification method might be suitable for a specific study is 
not easy to answer. However, classification methods that are specialized to particular applications can often 
achieve better performance in terms of accuracy and complexity time by taking various factors and prior 
knowledge into account. Ali & Smith [1] made a detailed analysis and comparisons of eight different classification 
algorithms with hundred different classification problems. The relative weight performance measures demonstrate 
that there was no single classification algorithm to solve all hundred classification problems with the best 
performance over the different experimental setups. Furthermore, the propagation of large datasets within many 
domains poses unprecedented challenges to data mining. There have been many comparisons of different 
classification methods, however no single classification method has been found to be superior over all datasets. 
Thus, the matter remains a research topic [2, 3]. 
Though, the main objective of all proposed classification algorithms, whether it relies on characterizing texture 
to its statistics or modeling the medical image, aim to learn from how interestingly discern medical images to 
eventually develop “knowledgeable ” computer systems. Thus, the objective of this paper presents appraisal of 
the existing and conventional methods for the classification of medical images and based on these 
observations; propose a new framework for medical image classification. The rest of the paper is structured as 
Section 2 to Section 5. Section 2 presents the state of art medical image classification. Section 3 provides an 
overview of data mining techniques appeared in the recent literature. Section 4 illustrates the proposed framework 
followed by conclusion in Section 5. 
2. Medical image classification 
Medical image classification is a supervised method which is based on probability distribution models that could 
be parametric or non- parametric such as Euclidean classifier, k-nearest neighbour, minimum distance and decision 
tree etc. Although, in supervised classification one is provided with a collection of labelled (pre-classified) images 
and the problem is to label newly encountered, unlabeled images. In general, the prearranged labelled (usually 
called training set) images are used to do the machine learning of the class (group) description which in turn is used 
for unknown image [4].  
Figure 1 shows the state of the art medical image classification process. The classification process involves five 
major steps namely image acquisition, pre-processing, feature extraction, classification and evaluation. Image 
acquisition step involves selection of images ranging from computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance 
images (MRI) to x-ray etc. Pre-processing is a course of actions that is executed on raw data in order to achieve the 
best recital for ones datasets. It has significant impact on the performance of classification algorithm. Data pre-
processing phase comprises image cropping, filtering, gradient operations and scaling. Feature extraction engages 
feature estimation and feature selection methods. A considerable number of features are available in the literature 
such as texture, gabor, wavelet histogram; each of them describing some aspects of image contents. Therefore, 
feature extraction is a process to analyze objects and images to extract the most prominent features that are 
correspondence of various classes of objects. Therefore, it is worth to state that improving feature extraction 
process will be likely improving performance of a described classification algorithm. For classification, different 
applications of data mining techniques are used to predict class (group) membership for data instances [8]. Lastly, 
for all classification problems, the major source of classification evaluation is a coincidence matrix or contingency 
table to validate performance of classification method.  
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Fig. 1. State of art medical image classification process. 
3. Overview of classification methods 
The development and application of medical image classification has span into different applications of data 
mining. This section provides a brief overview of the research papers involving different classification methods to 
classify or to detect abnormalities in medical images. In view of the fact that classification methods are known as 
supervised methods because they involve training data that are manually partition and subsequently used as 
reference for automatically classify new data (test data). Therefore, classification methods can be broadly 
categorized into three namely: texture classification, neural networks and data mining techniques respectively. 
Texture classification is an image processing technique which helps to identifies different regions of image by 
means of texture properties. Neural network are promising alternative to different conventional classification 
methods. Data mining is one of the realm which uses statistical, machine learning, visualization, other data 
manipulation and extraction techniques to help simplify data complexity and detect hidden pattern data [4]. 
In general, data mining is an interdisciplinary area which addresses the issues of information extraction from 
large databases. Therefore, it is essential for researchers to give consideration to the different data formats such as: 
numeric, alphanumeric, video, audio, image, text and moreover their hybridization. In general, the design and 
selection of classification method needs a careful attention to the following issues: definitions of class/group, 
Pattern/features representation (data format), feature extraction (parameterization), feature selection, selection of 
training and test samples (data distribution), time complexity and performance evolution (criteria).  
Looking into above mentioned issues, still the question, which classification method might be suitable for a 
specific study is not easy to answer. The reason is, different classification results may be obtained depending on 
the classifier(s) chosen. Table 1 summarizes the brief description and comparisons of well-known approaches. 
Classification error or the error rate provides the ultimate measure of the performance of a classifier. Thus, the 
percentage of misclassified test samples is taken as an estimate of the error rate [4]. 
     Table 1. Data mining techniques. 
Approaches Representation Pattern Recognition Models 
Recognition Function  
Error Estimation 
Template Matching Sample, pixels, curves Correlation, distance 
measurement  
Classification error 
Statitical  Featuers  Discrimination function Classification error 
Neural networks 
Samples, voxel 
pixels, featuers 
Network function Mean square error 
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With the advancement in data mining for diagnosis and prognosis of different diseases, a significant number of 
attempts have been proposed for wide variety of medical image classification, however different assumptions and 
hypothesis have been made in these methods differ considerably. The next sub-section encompasses few most 
related studies. 
3.1. Texture classification 
Texture provides significant characteristics and properties for the analysis of machine vision and image 
processing problems such as image analysis, classification and segmentation. Texture classification engage a 
decision as to which texture category does sample image (test sample) belongs to, with help of prior knowledge of 
the classes and classification algorithms[5]. 
Texture classification can be applied to any modality of digital image and helps to obtain spectral properties of 
an image. Moreover, the classification of textural features can be useful to the radiologist’s clinical interpretation 
and involves partitioning the selected features space according to tissue class/category. A wide variety of 
techniques for describing image texture have been proposed. Texture analysis methods can be divided into four 
statistical, geometrical, model-based and signal processing [6]. 
3.2. k-Nearest Neighbor Pattern classification 
The k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) is a non-parametric algorithm. The algorithm first stores the feature vectors 
for training set and afterwards for classification of a new instance, it finds set of k nearest training examples in the 
feature space, afterwards assigns the instance to the class having more examples in the given set [7]. In the work of 
Suguna & Thanushkodi [9], an improved k-NN using genetic algorithm was utilized to reduce high calculation 
complexity with low dependency on the training set and no weight difference between each class. Latifoglu et al. 
[12] proposed a medical system based on principal component analysis (PCA), k-NN weight pre-processing and 
artificial immune recognition system (AIRS) for diagnosis of atherosclerosis disease.  
However, there are certain limitations of this algorithm: it can only store the local information with high 
calculation complexity and it takes longer time for computation of new query. It can handle binary and continuous 
attributes but not directly discrete ones [8]. However, few recent studies try to overcome limitation of traditional k-
NN, for example in the work of [10, 11, 12] are able to produce better results. 
3.3. Neural network classification 
Neural network (NN) has emerged as an important tool for classification. Neural networks were introduced by 
McCulloh and Pitts in 1943 [14]. It is a computational model which has manifestation of human neural network. 
The architecture of a NN is capable of any approximate function and therefore, neural network are good choice 
when function to be learned is not known in advance. Neural networks are data driven and self- adaptive methods 
in which they can adjust themselves to the data, without any explicit specification of functional or distributional 
from with the underlying model. 
In the work of Chaplot [15] conducted experiments to detect brain tumour by combining two techniques feed 
forward neural network and back propagation neural network. The obtained results showed that these methods can 
be used to filter out non-suspicious regions that have similar property as the tumour regions. Hadidi et al. [16] 
hybrid ANN and image processing technique to detach breast cancer based on mammography. Likewise, Sarhan 
[17] proposed a system to detect stomach cancer based on artificial neural network (ANN) and discrete cosine 
transform (DCT). The provided simulation results showed that sensitivity and specificity were 99.2% and 100 % 
respectively. However, neural network classifier results in higher training time during classification and can be 
replaced by other classifiers with comparatively less training time [27].  
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3.4. Support vector machine 
Support vector machine (SVM) is a statistical learning theory to analyze data and to recognize patterns. It is a 
supervised learning method. The training principal behind SVM is to find the optimal linear hyperlane so that the 
expected classification error for unseen test samples should be minimized. The benefits of SVM: it can handle 
continuous and binary attributes; speed of classification and accuracy is good. But there are few drawbacks such 
as: SVM take longer time for training dataset and do not handle discrete attributes [19]. Kharrat et al [18] propose 
an approach for classification of brain MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) using genetic algorithm with SVM and 
able to classify brain tissue into normal, benign or malignant tumour. However, SVM tend to perform much better 
when dealing with multi-dimensions and continuous features.  Moreover, a large sample size is required in order to 
achieve its maximum prediction accuracy [19].  
Table 2 provides some selected studies on medical image classification are summarised. This is an attempt to 
list down different approaches for different classification algorithms (normally known as classifier). Nevertheless, 
it is obvious every classification algorithm provides admirable results, to date it appears that no one solution is 
diverse and flexible to obtain general acceptance in the medical image classification community. In the meantime, 
soft set has been emerged in the recent years, this furnishes motivation from the advancement in soft set to apply 
classification algorithm based on the notions of soft set. 
 
       Table 2. Peer classification performance 
Researcher(s)/ Year Dataset Classifier Overall Accuracy (%) 
Kharya, 2012 MIAS Decision tree 93.62 
Kharat, 2012 MR +MRS FF-NN + BP-NN NA 
Rajini & Bhavani, 2011 MRI ANN 90 
Aarthi et al. 2011 MIAS SVM 86.11 
Suguna & Thanushkodi, 
2010 
Dermatology, Cleveland, 
Heart, HIV, Lung Cancer, 
Wisconsin 
GKNN 97.92 
Kumar & Raju, 2010 MRI NFC NA 
Kharrat et al. 2010 Human brain dataset SVM 96.36 
Sarhan, 2002 SMD database ANN 99.6 
Abbreviations:  
Not Available (NA)  Magnetic Resonance Image (MRI) 
Feed Forward Neural Network  
(FFNN) 
Back –Propagation Neural Network (BP-NN) 
Neuro Fuzzy Logic (NFC) 
 
Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS) 
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Soft set theory is a new intelligent emerging mathematical tool proposed by Molodtsov [20] to deal with 
uncertain problems.  It is based on concept that initial description of the every object has an approximate nature so 
there is no need to introduce the notion of exact solutions. Thus, the main advantage of soft set is that it does not 
need any preliminary or additional information about data: like probability in statistics or basic probability 
assignment in Dempster-Shafer theory and membership grade in fuzzy set theory. One of the major applications of 
this theory advance in recent years and are extended to data analysis [21, 22], soft decision making [23], 
classification [5, 24]. This furnishes the motivation to see the viability, efficiency and effectiveness of soft set for 
medical imaging data classification. Next section discusses the proposed framework. 
4. The proposed framework 
The proposed framework for medical image classification consisting of six phases namely: data acquisition, 
data pre-processing, data partition, soft set classifier, data analysis and performance evolution. For each 
experimental setup, the dataset will be divided into two parts, a training set and testing set. In this way test set 
identification will be classification accuracy for medical image classification. It is expected that obtained results 
will have general applicability for wide image classification applications. Figure 2 pictorially illustrates the process 
map. 
 
Fig. 2. Proposed framework for medical image classification. 
Table 3 depicts six phases engaged for proposed framework. Each of the phases is explained briefly.  
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Table 3. Peer Classification Performance 
Phases  Description 
Data Acquisition  The collected data will be taken from UCI machine learning repository datasets. 
These include breast–cancer-wisconsin (wdbc and wpdc), heart, diabetes, 
thyroid, lung cancer and primary tumor datasets. Afterwards, data will undergo 
for pre-processing treatments. 
Data Pre-Processing  Data pre-processing is a course of actions that is executed on raw data in order 
to achieve the best recital for ones datasets. It has significant impact on the 
performance of classification algorithm. Therefore, in this study data pre-
processing phase will involve min-max normalization technique to make sure 
that data range lie between  1,0 . Since, normalisation is an essential 
undertaking to data prep-processing, not only because some machine learning 
methods do not handle continuous attributes directly but also for other 
important reasons. Firstly, the transformed data in the set of interval  1,0  are 
more c 
ognitively relevant for human understanding. Secondly, computation process 
goes faster. 
Data Partitioning  For data partition, a general course in data mining is to split data into training 
and testing sets. Therefore, data will be segregate into two parts: training and 
testing sets. Using 70:30 data split between training and testing is to make sure 
that maximum posterior classifier will be constructed based on soft set. 
Soft Set Classifier (SSC) The proposed algorithm SSC will be based on notion of soft set. The choice of 
convenient parameterization such as real numbers, functions and mapping 
makes soft set appealing and convenient for decision making applications [25]). 
Thus, SSC works by calculating the average value of each parameter (feature 
vectors) from different objects/classes. Afterwards, to classify the test data, a 
comparison table is constructed and subsequently a label is given to the 
unknown test data. In this way, SSC will sort out the medical images into 
different categories: normal, benign and malign. Thus, it is expected that soft 
set classifier will provide promising results and can be an alternative 
classification algorithm for medical image classification. 
Data Analysis and Results  Data analysis is a process of inspecting and modelling data with goal of 
achieving useful information supporting decision making. Thus, it is expected 
that results will demonstrate not only the effectiveness of classification 
algorithm, but also the behaviour of different datasets. For the course of further 
analysis, it will be easy to learn that the different datasets performed quite 
differently during classification tasks. 
Performance Evolution The major source of performance measurement is coincidence matrix. 
However, when the classification problem is not binary (involvement of more 
then two classes), performance evolution becomes limited to overall classifier 
accuracy. Therefore, in order to quantify the performance of classification 
method, the performance metrics: overall classifier accuracy (OCA), sensitivity, 
and specificity will be used to access the performance of soft set classifier. 
Finally, interpretation is important to construe the obtained results as well as 
possible visualization of results in the form of tables and figures. 
 
5. Conclusion 
Current research in medical image classification mainly focuses on the use of efficient data mining algorithms 
and visualization techniques. Meanwhile, the major objective of current studies strives towards improving the 
accuracy, precision and computational speeds of classification methods, as well as reducing the amount of manual 
interaction. Therefore, this paper presents appraisal of the existing and conventional methods for the classification 
of medical images. Thus, current medical classification approaches have been reviewed with an emphasis placed 
on the different classification methods for medical imaging applications.  
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As a result, a new framework for medical imaging classification is introduced which is based on soft set to 
achieve better performance in terms of accuracy, precision and computational speed. Furthermore, the proposed 
classification algorithm can be helpful to improve the physician ability to detect and analyze pathologies leading 
for more reliable diagnosis and treatment of diseases. For future works, we intend to use a large datasets and to 
design classifier based on soft set. 
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